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Reconstruction of the three-dimensional structure of simian virus 40 and visualization of the chromatin core

(cryoelectron microscopy/image analysis/nucleosome/minichromosome/papovaviruses)
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ABSTRACT The three-dimensional structure of the capsid and the nucleohistone core of simian virus 40 (SV40) has been reconstructed by image analysis of electron micrographs of frozen hydrated samples. The 72 prominent capsomere units that comprise the T = 7d icosahedral surface lattice of the capsid are clearly resolved. Both the pentavalent and hexavalent capsomeres appear with pentameric substructure, indicating that bonding specificity in the shell is not quasi-equivalent. There is a remarkable similarity between the structure of the SV40 virion capsid and the structure reported for the polyoma empty capsid. This result establishes that (i) the unexpected pentameric substructure of the hexavalent capsomeres is also present in virions and (ii) the arrangement of the 72 pentamers in the capsid lattice may be a characteristic feature of the entire papova family of viruses. The center of the SV40 reconstruction reveals electron density corresponding to the nucleohistone core. This density is smeared, suggesting that the minichromosome is not organized with icosahedral symmetry matching the capsid symmetry. The visualization of the virion chromatin provides a basis for invoking new models for the higher order structure of the encapsidated minichromosome.

Mature simian virus 40 (SV40) virions contain only proteins and DNA. The capsid encloses a minichromosome, which consists of the viral DNA folded into nucleosomes by the cellular core histones. Virion proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3 are involved in packaging the minichromosome into higher order structures and in forming the icosahedral capsid that surrounds the minichromosome (reviewed in refs. 1 and 2). The papovavirus B genus, to which SV40 belongs, includes polyoma, found in a large fraction of both wild and laboratory mice, and JC- and BK-type viruses, isolated from the brain tissues of certain patients with progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (reviewed in ref. 3).

The SV40 capsid examined by electron microscopy displays a characteristic morphology consisting of 12 five-coordinated (pentavalent) and 60 six-coordinated (hexavalent) capsomere units arranged on a right-handed T = 7d icosahedral lattice (4–6). By using an approach in which single crystal x-ray diffraction intensities were phased from computed models, Rayment et al. (7) made the unexpected discovery that both the hexavalent and pentameric morphological units of the polyoma empty capsid (capsid that does not contain DNA) consist of VP1 pentamers, indicating that the protein subunits in the polyoma capsid are not arranged according to predictions consistent with the quasi-equivalence theory (8). Baker et al. (9) subsequently established that the polymorphic tube aggregates found in polyoma-infected cells are also composed only of pentameric subunits. More recently, Salunke et al. (10) have discovered that a genetically engineered polyoma VP1, expressed in Escherichia coli, spontaneously associates to form pentamers, which polymerize under appropriate in vitro conditions to form spherical particles, whose structure resembles the empty capsid structure determined by Rayment et al. (7).

The unexpected discoveries presented have led to many intriguing questions: Are the hexavalent pentamers also present in the capsid of “full” virions? How does the bonding specificity of VP1 arise such that identical polypeptide chains fit into symmetratically distinct environments? Why do nonequivalently related subunits assemble into a structure with icosahedral symmetry? Is the structure observed for polyoma shared by other members of the papovavirus family? Does the structure of the minichromosome enclosed in the capsid conform to the icosahedral symmetry of the capsid?

To begin answering these questions, we have examined the structure of SV40 virions using cryoelectron microscopy (11–17). This technique circumvents some of the artifacts traditionally associated with negative-staining procedures. We followed Fourier image analysis procedures (18–21) to reconstruct the virion structure and to visualize the chromatin core found inside the capsid.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells, Virus, and Infection. Virions were isolated from wt776-infected cells by implementing the following changes in published procedures (22, 23). To improve virion yield, we used the MA134 cell line (obtained from L. M. Hallick, Oregon Health Sciences University). The infected cells were harvested 8–10 days after infection, when cell lysis occurred. After removing the cellular debris and chromatin from the lysate (23), polyethylene glycol was added slowly to the supernatant, to a final concentration of 10%. Salt was not added to the supernatant to prevent virion dissociation and to minimize the production of empty capsids. The virions precipitated by polyethylene glycol were further purified by following CsCl banding procedures (23).

Sample Preparation and Electron Microscopy. Aqueous samples (3–4 μl) of SV40 virions (∼4 mg/ml in 12.5 mM Tris buffer at pH 7.4) were applied to holey carbon-coated electron microscope grids (made hydrophilic by glow discharge in an atmosphere of amyl amine), blotted with filter paper for a few seconds, and rapidly plunged into liquid ethane (14, 15). Grids were transferred under liquid nitrogen to a Gatan cold holder. The holder was inserted in a Philips EM400 electron microscope and maintained at about −165°C. The micrographs were recorded on Kodak SO-163 films using low-irradiation conditions (∼1000 e−/nm2 at the specimen). At
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doses >20000 e−/nm², the virus particles suffer rapid irreversible damage. The characteristic capsomere morphology becomes smeared or disappears after a dose of ~4000 e−/nm². Bubbles form in the supporting ice layer and within the particles after 6000–8000 e−/nm². The microscope was operated at 100 kV at a nominal magnification of ×33,000. The actual magnification (×27,400) was measured using the 49.5 nm diameter of polyomavirus (7) as an external standard (N. Olson, T.S.B., and J.D., unpublished results).

Several criteria aided our selection of the micrograph used for image analysis. We did not use micrographs that showed obvious specimen drift or vibration resulting mainly from instabilities in the microscope cold stage. The presence of residual image astigmatism or nonoptimum focusing of the microscope objective lens was identified in the remaining micrographs by optical or computer diffusion methods (21).

The micrograph selected for computing the three-dimensional reconstructions was recorded with the objective lens underfocused by 1–2 μm, a level of defocus at which the phase-contrast transfer function (CTF) of the microscope remains positive for all spatial frequencies within the 3.8 nm resolution limit of the reconstructions (24). Corrections for nonlinearity of the CTF (25) were not made since they did not significantly alter the subsequent reconstructions.

Image Analysis and Three-Dimensional Reconstruction. A region of the selected micrograph contained >100 virus particle images. This region was digitized at regular intervals (25 μm), corresponding to ~0.92 nm at the specimen, and displayed on a raster graphics TV screen (Lexidata model 3400). Individual particles, randomly selected from this digitized image, were masked from their surroundings with circular boundaries. Images of virosomes that appeared distorted (non-spherical), degraded, empty, or touching or superimposed with neighboring particles were not included in the reconstructions. The selected particles displayed circular outlines, indicating that the spherical shape and icosahedral symmetry were well preserved.

After floating (26) and Fourier transforming selected particle images, the center of each particle was initially located to within a half raster step using a cross-correlation procedure, which identifies the center and symmetry axis of an image. The parameters defining the view orientation and center (or both symmetry axes) for each particle are independent. The original common lines method (20) was modified to allow these parameters to be refined to a unique solution in a few cycles of an iterative procedure (ref. 27; T.S.B. and J.D., unpublished data).

In the original procedure (20), the particle Fourier transform is searched for the positions of the best sets of common lines: pairs of lines along which, because of the symmetry of the particle, the transform should be the same. Since the relative distribution and number of unique pairs of common lines varies for different view parameters θ, φ, Ω (28), residuals measured along sets of common lines corresponding to different views are not strictly comparable. A weighting scheme was introduced in which, for every pair θ, φ, the residual is measured and then a χ² value is calculated. The probability of obtaining a χ² value is estimated by using (i) the matrix of residuals for a fixed θ, φ (with varying Ω) and (ii) the number of degrees of freedom. This number is calculated from the total number of points, for which residuals are evaluated (for a given θ and φ), and the actual number of common lines used. Each residual is subsequently multiplied by the reciprocal of the probability value. This provides a basis for distinguishing the various orientations that have similar unweighted residuals. It also identifies orientations that give false minima.

The final set of 30 particles selected represents the best images as judged by minimum common residuals. The view parameters of the particles differ sufficiently such that, together with icosahedral symmetry, the complete three-dimensional transform of the specimen could be evaluated by interpolation to spatial frequencies of 3–4 nm. We subsequently chose one particle image as reference and scaled the set of images to the same magnification and contrast. We combined the scaled data, by taking into account the relative orientations of the particles, to produce a three-dimensional Fourier transform.

Electron-density maps were computed by inverse Fourier-Bessel transformation of the three-dimensional transform, to 3.8 nm resolution, after constraining it to obey D₃₅ symmetry (20). The minimum common residuals for the particle images provided a basis for establishing the resolution limit of the reconstruction. The maps are displayed with the right-handed enantiomorph of the T = 7 skew lattice, consistent with the earlier hand determination (4). Computations were performed on a VAX11/750 minicomputer (Digital Equipment, Maynard, MA) using Fortran programs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Electron Microscopy, Image Analysis, and Three-Dimensional Reconstruction. Cryomicroscopy provides excellent preservation of the morphology of the virus particles when compared with traditional staining procedures that usually lead to severe particle flattening, presumably because of surface tension effects present during dehydration of the samples. When embedded in thin layers of vitreous ice, most of the SV40 particles display circular image profiles, indicating that the spherical particle shape is well preserved by the preparative technique (Fig. 1). The best images are obtained from samples in which the thickness of the supporting vitreous ice layer is at least as large as the outside diameter of the virus particles (~50 nm). Frozen hydrated SV40 specimens display relatively low contrast (low signal/noise ratio) compared to negatively stained samples. Nevertheless, since the capsomere is the dominant low-resolution feature of the capsid structure, the characteristic capsomere morphology is readily observed in the unstained samples when the images are strongly underfocused by 1–5 μm to enhance phase contrast (Fig. 1).

We computed three separate three-dimensional reconstructions by modifying procedures previously developed for analyzing negatively stained icosahedral particles (18–20). Two reconstructions were computed with independent sets of 15 particles; a third was computed by combining the entire set of 30 particles. The number of the particles used in our study exceeds the number typically required (usually 3–5) for computing the three-dimensional reconstruction of negatively stained icosahedral particles (18, 31–36). This is because the unstained particle images are much noisier and lower in contrast. In addition, we anticipated that averaging a large number of images would reduce possible bias introduced when particles with undetected distortions are included in the reconstruction.

The SV40 Capsid Structure. The two independent reconstructions revealed a nearly identical capsid structure. Fig. 2 shows a reconstruction based on the entire set of 30 particle images. The results demonstrate that both the pentavalent and hexavalent capsomeres of SV40 consist of pentameric substructures, indicating that the bonding specificity in the virion capsid is not quasi-equivalent.

The size and mass of the two types of capsomeres are approximately equal, as might be expected for pentameric oligomers composed of a single protein (VP1). The nearly identical organization of the capsid subunits found for both SV40 (shown here) and polyoma (7) may be a characteristic feature of all members of the papova family.

The outer surfaces of both types of capsomeres found on the SV40 virion capsid contain depressions ≈1.5 nm deep,
which appear as dimples (Fig. 2B). However, the pentavalent and hexavalent capsomeres are distinguishable when viewed from the inside (Fig. 3C). Whereas the inner surface of the hexavalent pentamers contains a prominent cavity, weak density extends along the axes of the pentavalent pentamers and merges with density in the chromatin core (Fig. 3). This density may correspond to the minor virion proteins (VP2, VP3) or represent an extended domain of VP1 contacting the nucleohistone core. At this resolution, these possibilities cannot be distinguished.

Distinct regions are observed in the capsid three-dimen-

sional reconstruction: prominent protruding cylindrical regions (caps) and an underlying shell (Fig. 2 B and D). This suggests that protein subunits used in constructing the capsid may contain two distinct structural domains, possibly similar to the domains present in the tomato bushy stunt virus subunits (37). Association of five protruding domains could form the dimpled cylindrical caps, which extend radially from about 20.5 nm to 24.5 nm (Fig. 2 B and D).

At low radii in the capsid (18–20 nm), density is mainly contained in a thin shell, which appears to provide a supporting network that holds the projecting caps in place. Prominent holes are present in the shell regions where neighboring capsomeres do not appear to be in contact. For example, holes 2.5–3.0 nm in diameter are surrounded by the three capsomeres adjacent to each icosahedral 3-fold axis (Figs. 2 and 3C). Such holes may allow solvent, ions, and other small molecules to gain access to the virion interior. These holes may account for the finding that micrococcal nuclease can penetrate virions treated with a low concentration of dithiothreitol (38).

Inspection of sections through the electron density map at low radii (18–20.5 nm), in the basal portion of the capsid,
shows that the shell domains splay out in a tangential direction, forming the intersubunit contacts that may be mainly responsible for stabilizing the entire capsid structure. The inner surface of the capsid forms a nearly spherical boundary for the minichromosome in the interior of the virus (Figs. 2D and 3).

**The Structure of Chromatin within the Core.** A slice made through the center of the SV40 reconstruction shows the inner density corresponding to the chromatin core. A clear break (0.5–1.5 nm thick) separates density in the inner part of the capsid from density in the core (Figs. 2D and 3A and B). The presence of a clear partition between the shell and chromatin is somewhat surprising because both biochemical and morphological studies have shown that the virion proteins (VP1, VP2, VP3) intimately interact with the minichromosome during SV40 assembly (39, 40). It is known, for example, that the virion proteins polymerize around the chromatin during the shell propagation step (1, 2, 39, 40), and that VP1 plays a key role in changing the spacing between nucleosomes during the initial stages of SV40 assembly (41, 42). The existence of strong interactions between the capsid and chromatin core at a limited number of specific sites is not ruled out by the electron density map; such contacts, if they do exist, would appear weaker after the averaging procedure. Moreover, flexibility or disorder in the chromatin-binding domains of the capsid proteins, as observed for example for the extended arm of the tomato bushy stunt virus capsid subunits (37), would cause the density between the capsid shell and the chromatin core to become smeared.

To learn about the specific organization of the minichromosome inside the virus (43–46), we have closely examined the distribution of densities within the core in the two independent image reconstructions. We observe that the density distribution in the region corresponding to the nucleohistone core does not exhibit reproducible features, whereas the strong features in the capsid portion are clearly apparent and are virtually identical in the two reconstructions. Since weak features in the core region have only ≈20% of the maximum contrast seen in the capsid (Fig. 2D) and are not identical in the two maps, it is likely that they arise from residual noise in the reconstruction. These observations clearly indicate that the minichromosome higher-order structure is not organized with an icosahedral symmetry that matches the symmetry of the capsid. This finding does not rule out the possibility of some symmetrical or ordered arrangement for the minichromosome.

The nucleohistone core must exist in a highly condensed state in the virion since it fits into an approximately spherical space with a volume of ≈2 × 10⁴ nm³. This volume was calculated from the radius of the sphere (16.5–17 nm) that delimits the chromatin density (e.g., see Fig. 2D). How nucleosomes are arranged within this volume remains a puzzle. We could estimate the maximum volume occupied by each nucleosome, if the exact number of nucleosomes present in the virions were known. Earlier studies indicated that the unencapsidated 75S chromatin contains ≈21 nucleosomes (47–49). However, the results of two independent recent studies show that the mean number of nucleosomes is ≈26 (50, 51). The heterogeneity in the number of nucleosomes is about ±4 (51). Thus, the average volume occupied by each nucleosome is ≈760 nm³ (2 × 10⁴ nm³ per 26 nucleosomes). It is unlikely that the virion can accommodate more than 32 nucleosomes since there is suggestive evidence (52) that the minichromosomes assembled from DNA molecules whose lengths exceed the length of SV40 DNA by ≈10% are not encapsidated. A minichromosome core with 32 nucleosomes would place an upper limit on the smallest volume a nucleosome can occupy: 615 nm³ (2 × 10⁴ nm³ per 32 nucleosomes). The estimated volumes do not take into account the volume occupied by other proteins (i.e., VP2 and VP3) or constraints imposed on the volume by the native structure and the nucleosome packing arrangement.

The SV40 reconstruction provides a basis for invoking additional models for the higher-order minichromosome structure. Such models ought to account for the volume and precise structure of nucleosomes and the topological changes imposed on the DNA during virion assembly (51, 53). The problem of determining the structure of chromatin within the virion core remains an exciting challenge.
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